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Abstract — Deposits of precious corundum are very rare, since the transparent crystals can be formed only under favorable growth conditions. The most important core sources of precious corundum are marble with ruby mineralization and sapphire-containing basalts. The scholars of T.F. Gorbachev Kuzbass State Technical University in cooperation with Kyrgyz partners initiated the research of corundum-containing calciphyre deposit Ormizan, which results would allow implementing of the integrate development of corundum and some very valuable minerals - titanium, manganese, magnesium etc. The article aims at determination of the possibility of passing extraction of high value and rare and earth metals under industrial mining calciphyre, as well as to outline the ways of international cooperation of mining companies and enterprises in this area.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, extractive industries are a major source of jobs, fiscal revenues, GDP for most countries of the former USSR [1, 2]. Both national and international companies are involved in the recovery of many types of natural resources [3, 4]. Integrated development of especially valuable minerals (rare and rare-earth metals, jewels) requires state support and establishing of international cooperation [5, 6]. Therefore, the geology today is entrusted with the important task of determining the resource base of integrated recovery of strategic important minerals.

II. SUBJECT OF RESEARCH

Calciphyre is the host rock for the valuable mineral - corundum (aluminum crystalline α-oxide). Commonly calciphyre is companion for the forecast of closely spaced deposits of rocks, containing highly valuable elements, such as titanium, manganese, magnesium.

We attempted to make a preliminary research of integrated development of the main mineral (calciphyre) and accompanying raw materials. For this purpose, we plotted a graph determining the acceptance level of calciphyre deposit development with various contents of certain components (Fig. 1).

From Fig. 1 follows that entire calciphyre deposit can be divided into 4 zones:

I - the most favorable zone for development of deposit, including both calciphyre and simultaneously extracted raw material - manganese, titanium, aluminum oxide, magnesium.

II - moderately favorable zone - calciphyre deposit rich with corundum.

III - less favorable zone - the segment with accompanying extraction of valuable minerals with high concentrations.

IV - the least favorable zone - the deposit of accompanying extraction of valuable minerals with low concentrations.

To determine the level of favorability of deposit Ormizan for integrated development it is necessary to consider its geological structure. In geological structure of Ormizan deposits Paleozoic and Quaternary formations took part. Paleozoic complex is represented with calciphyres and schists, quartzites (S2-Dms).

Figure 1. Graph of the estimation of acceptance level of calciphyre deposits for integrated development

The analysis of ecological problems of mineral deposits development as well as the research of innovative machinery for complex mineral deposits development [13] were con-
The study of rocks and minerals of Ormizan deposit required using the following methods: petrographic description of rocks, mass spectrometry with inductively coupled plasma, luminescence analysis, and microanalysis. Laboratory studies were conducted on the basis of commonly used united center “The analytical center of natural systems geochemistry” of Geology and Geography Department, National Research Tomsk State University.

During our research we defined that the Ormizan deposit is composed of calciphyre which is white and light gray in color, and it has a complex zonal and zonal-block structure.

Analysis of the distribution of rare and rare earth elements in calciphyre deposit Ormizan described in this article was conducted for the first time. For the zonal area I and II we defined an increase in the concentration of Ti, Sc, V, Ta, Zr, Nb, U, Th and deficit Co, Ni, Mn relative to chondrite [14-17]. We observe a clear change in the concentrations of a number of rare and trace elements in selected petrotypes (Fig. 2) which is connected with the presence of isomorph-containing kinds, such as pomegranate, phlogopite.

Corundum timed to zonal areas I and II of Ormizan deposit and forms isolated crystals in calcite, associated with phlogopite, graphite and pyrite. The shape of the types is barrel-shaped, improper shaped with size up to 1 cm. The predominant color is pink-and-purple-and-red, less often white, yellow and gray of its species. The central parts of crystals usually intensively raspberry colored. Large clusters are generally fractured, have a well-defined separation and include multiple grains at the edges substituted by boehmite in varying degree.

The fluorescent emission spectrum of corundum has a pronounced peak in the range of 680-700 nm, which is caused by the entry of isomorphic adulteration Cr+3 in the crystalline structure of the mineral (Fig. 4). It is known that the isomorphism in the system Al - Cr is directly dependent on the mineralization temperature. Thus, the occurrence of Cr+3 in corundum structure may indicate a medium- and high-temperature facies of regional metamorphism.

The luminescence spectrum of calcite is characterized by a wide maximum of 600-620 nm due to the presence of structural adulteration Mn+2. It should be noted that for calcite of calciphyre with corundum mineralization the luminescence intensity is much lower than for calcite of zone-block area that does not contain corundum. The resulting luminescence spectra are identical to the curves of the luminescence of calcite from Kuhi - Lal precious spinel deposits. Thus, the luminescence of metamorphic genesis calcite with corundum and spinel mineralization is identical.

The typochemism of a number of minerals that are present in calciphyre, allows us to get unique information about the environment of mineralization.

The chemical composition of mineral deposits Ormizan is shown in Table 1.

Thus, the following typochemical characteristics of the secondary and accessory minerals deposits have been received:

1. Vesuvianite from Ormizan deposit is non-stoichiometric in X position (calcium deficiency), the titanium content sometimes reaches 4.7%, allowing it to be attributed to the titanium - vesuvianites.
Figure 4. Specters of Roentgen luminescence of calcite from Ormizan deposit. 1 – calcite without corundum mineralization; 2 - calcite with corundum mineralization

TABLE 1. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE MINERALS FROM CALCIPHYRE OF ORMIZAN DEPOSIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oxides</th>
<th>SiO₂</th>
<th>TiO₂</th>
<th>Al₂O₃</th>
<th>FeO</th>
<th>MnO</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>K₂O</th>
<th>Na₂O</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vesuvianite</td>
<td>36.79-37.19</td>
<td>4.69-5.08</td>
<td>15.26-15.60</td>
<td>3.39-3.52</td>
<td>0.01-0.10</td>
<td>1.57-1.62</td>
<td>35.70-35.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.34-1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garnet</td>
<td>39.09-39.18</td>
<td>0.25-0.31</td>
<td>20.11-20.20</td>
<td>5.46-5.60</td>
<td>0.14-0.22</td>
<td>0.29-0.32</td>
<td>34.28-34.47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphibolite</td>
<td>42.01-44.02</td>
<td>1.66-1.94</td>
<td>17.09-18.67</td>
<td>1.11-1.43</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>16.19-16.79</td>
<td>13.86-14.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.45-2.99</td>
<td>1.01-1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyroxene</td>
<td>55.34-55.82</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.62-0.91</td>
<td>2.14-2.16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>15.01-15.17</td>
<td>25.95-25.98</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica</td>
<td>40.17-42.54</td>
<td>1.04-1.23</td>
<td>17.17-19.33</td>
<td>0.51-0.67</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>26.26-26.94</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>9.99-10.26</td>
<td>0.79-0.87</td>
<td>1.28-1.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Garnet refers to grossularite-andradite row with a small adulteration of almandine (4-6%) and pyrope (2-3%) of molecules, which are generally typical for garnets from marbles and calciphyre of other deposits. Featured grossularite Ormizan field, should be considered as titanium impurity.

3. The chemical composition of amphibole can be attributed to the hornblende with a small adulteration of kaersutite, fluorine content ranges from 1% to 1.5%. It should be noted that the amphibole from Ormizan deposit is characterized by an increased content of Ti, Al, F, unlike amphibole from marble and calciphyre of other regions.

4. The chemical composition of the diopside from calciphyres of Ormizan deposits is similar to the chemical composition of the diopside from the other marbles different in metamorphic and metasomatic genesis. A small amount of Mn causes the presence of iogansenit molecule that can be considered as a typomorphic sign of diopside from Ormizan deposit.

5. Mica on the content of Mg, Fe, Al refers to phlogopite of series phlogopite-eastonite, as muscovite is about 10-15%. The presence of isomorphic adulteration of Ti in the composition of mica can be regarded as his typochemical feature. The chemical composition of mica from the other metamorphic deposits with semi-precious mineralization is not different from phlogopite of Ormizan deposit composition.

Consequently, the Ormizan deposit completely satisfies the set of characteristics of I-th segment in the proposed approach (Fig. 1). So we made the following statements:
- Carbonate rocks are located in synclinal structures determined by the geological situation of Ormizan. The level of metamorphism corresponds to the amphibolite facies and is determined by the presence of wollastonite, diopside, feldspar in calciphyre;

- In the observed area there are granitoid intrusions that define corundum mineralization of calciphyre;

- Recrystallization of carbonate rocks takes place with the fluid participation, as indicated by the increased content of F in mica, amphibole, vesuvianite;

- Mineral corundum satellites are phlogopite, graphite, pyrite, wollastonite, quartz, pyroxene, hornblende, idocrase, sphene.

The study of typomorphic features of calciphyre showed the presence of Mn+2 adulteration in the calcite structure. For typical vesuvianite increased titanium content (up to 5%) is common. The presence of Ti in the mineral composition causes an orange-and-red color. Typomorphic feature of garnet is the presence of pyrope (2-3%) and almandine (4-6%). Also micro-adulteration of Ti is typocalcic chemical feature of garnet from the Ormizan deposit. For amphibole the presence of titanium and iron is typical, which leads to a honey-and-yellow color of hornblende. Clinopyroxene can be characterized by the content of magnesium (15.1%) and calcium (25.9%) and a small adulteration of Mn. Roentgen luminescence of corundum showed the presence of Cr+3 adulteration.

The presence of high content of Mn, Al in the composition of vesuvianite, grenade, phlogopite, and Ti, Cr in corundum, and V in the studied minerals point on participation in calciphyre formation of 2 contrast medias. The first elements (Al, Mn) are components of acid and the rocks similar in composition, and the second (Ti, Cr, V) are elements of basic rocks. The presence of Mn adulteration in the composition of rock-forming and accessory minerals indicates the restoring conditions of mineralization.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Thus, one of the prediction criteria for semi-precious mineralization searching in calciphyre for integrated development of calciphyre deposits is the presence of titanium, magnesium, manganese, aluminum in rock-forming and secondary minerals.
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